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KAKAMEGA HEALTH NETWORK PAYS RONGO UNIVERSITY
COURTSEY CALL

rof. John Okoth and Prof. Eng. Thomas Gath of Kakamega Health Network paid the Vice-Chancellor a
courtesy call and then met with the University Management Board. Among the topics covered during
the meeting were collaboration to improve access to health care and development of training in medical
engineering and technology.

STAFF WELLNESS DAY

By Godwin and Jerman Okech

O

n Friday February 18, 2022 as from 9.00 am, we were privileged to attend staff wellness exercise conducted by Rongo
University Aids Control Unit in collaboration with Health
Services Section. The main aim of the exercise was to staff for
non-communicable diseases, mainly hypertension, obesity and diabetes and offer counselling on the same. HIV prevention messages
were also relayed and male condoms distributed. A total of 97 staff
and dependants were served.

RONGO UNIVERSITY- MEDIA COUNCIL OF KENYA (MCK) PARTNERSHIP
By Marren Akong’o

O

lum development and review, training of short courses in

n 16th March 2022, the Media Council of Kenya

journalism, organizing conferences, mentorship and offer-

(MCK) visited Rongo University to strengthen their

ing grants and paid internships to students of journalism.

collaboration in the training of Communication and

Mr. Julius Sigei, the coordinator for training and curriculum

Journalism. MCK gave a career talk to students of Journalism

development at MCK observed that since MCK is mandated

on professional positioning and also deliberated on a memo-

to set standards and compliance in Journalism practice, they

randum of understanding with RU on partnership in the train-

are ready to partner with RU in developing and reviewing

ing of Journalism. MCK observed that there is a gap between

of journalism curriculum and offering short courses that will

training and the industry, thus, training institutions must fo-

enable students of journalism positioned themselves for the

cus on imparting the right competencies that will give their

job market. During the visit, Rongo University students of

students an upper edge. However, recognizing the exempla-

journalism were also offered accreditation by the MCK, a for-

ry work exhibited by journalism graduates from Rongo Uni-

mal process that enable them to be officially recognized as

versity, MCK was proud of Rongo University’s department

journalists.

of Communication and Journalism and was ready to partner
with them in a number of ways. Rongo University DVC aca-

Members of the department of Communication, Journalism

demic and student affairs, Prof. Onkware expressed gratitude

and Media Studies were elated and very grateful for the sup-

for the goodwill that has existed between RU and MCK. He

port that MCK has always offered to their department and

mentioned that having collaborated with MCK on several ac-

looked forward to a fruitful partnership. “MCK has always

tivities including curriculum review, signing of MoU between

been present in our activities and we don’t take this for grant-

the two institutions will basically cement their partnership.

ed.” Said the HoD, Dr. Millicent. They urged students to apply for the paid internship opportunities in large numbers
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MCK regional coordinator for Nyanza and Western, Mr. Ted-

once it is advertised. In 2021 three students of Rongo Univer-

dy Evans, mentioned that having partnership with Rongo

sity won the highly competitive MCK paid internship while

University will open more opportunities including curricu-

one student won MCK grant.
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RONGO UNIVERSITY SIGNS MOU WITH AFRICAN HEALTH SOLUTIONS
JOURNALISM INITIATIVE (AHSJI)

By Marren Akong’o & Antony Achayo, Communication student

I

n yet another collaboration with the industry, Rongo University has signed a Memorandum of Understanding with
African Health Solutions Journalism Initiative (AHSJI) on
training of students of Journalism. The Vice chancellor, Prof
Gudu who was delighted at the collaboration while signing
the MoU articulated that in matters health everybody has a
role to play and Rongo University has a vital role especially
in improving the communities within its environs. Signing of
the MoU follows a workshop on Solutions Journalism (SOJO)
conducted for the department of Communication Journalism
and Media Studies, Rongo University in 2021.
Mr. Otula, the chairperson AHSJI, was delighted with the
headway made between the two institutions so far. He underscored that communication plays a pivotal role in community advancement and that there are more responsibilities
to communication objectives and more important issues to
focus on. “However in Africa, science especially health, is
the missing link. The final end is to have Science Journalism
entrenched in institutions of higher learning”. With proper
training, universities can then graduate students with skills
of reporting and on matters that affect basic life like health
and agriculture. Mr. Leo mentioned that AHSJI is the first
institution in Africa to get involved in SOJO. It has worked
closely with the University of Nigeria, Makerere, and Kibabii
Universities and now welcomes Rongo University. He emphasized that due to the interdisciplinary nature of knowledge, Information Science and Health Journalism can move
matters of health very fast.
The RU-AHSJI workshop in 2021 resulted to selection of two
writers from Rongo University- Mr. Kioko Nyamsyo and Ms.
Lydia Opee as interns with SOJO. Mr. Kioko was also one of
the three Kenyans selected for the African training in SOJO
conducted in January 2022. Mr. Leo said that implementation
of SOJO training in Rongo University takes effect immediately.
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NATIONAL EARLY INFANT DIAGNOSIS VIRAL LOAD (EID VL)
HACKATHON
By Dr. Nixon Amuomo

R

ongo University was privileged to have hosted a National Early Infant Diagnosis and Viral
Load (EID VL) Hackathon from 28th Feb to
6th March 2022.
The objectives of the one-week engagement were:
To resolve issues raised by the National AIDS and
STD Control Program (NASCOP) and Lab team regarding the use of the system, and
To setup critical alerts and notifications.
System integration with other critical health systems.
System enhancements in response to user requests.
Students and staff who are top-notch computer programmers from the following institutions participated in meeting the above objectives.
1. Chuka University,
2. University of Kabianga,
3. Kabarak University ,
4. Technical University of Mombasa,
5. Masinde Muliro University of Science and
Technology,
6. NASCOP-Labs,
7. USAID – HealthIT/University of Nairobi,
8. External software developers and
9. Rongo University.
Rongo University HealthIT/staff team led by Dr.
Amuomo N, Dr. Adoyo M, Ben Calvins and Paul
Wesonga , received the visitors and ensured a good
working environment was availed.
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YOUTH EMPOWERMENT AND ENGAGEMENT

By Dr. Fredrick Ogenga, Lecturer School of Infocoms

This training workshop supported by Youth Art, Development and Entrepreneurship Network, the National
Counterterrorism Centre in collaboration with The Centre for Media, Democracy, Peace and Security- Rongo
University, the Peacemaker Corps Foundation Kenya,
Champions of Peace and Sharp Development Solutions
is about using Youth Arts and Entrepreneurship for rollout of an information sharing and ideas exchange forum
through a unique and resonate debate model aimed at
creating awareness and intervention competence on Preventing and Countering Violet Extremism.
A quarterly newsletter from the office of the Vice Chancellor
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SENSITIZATION OF STAFF ON DISASTER PREPAREDNESS

By Joyce Kemunto and Godwin Kibet

O

n 10th February 2022, the Security Department held a training for staffs on disaster
preparedness and response to threats. The
session was conducted by:
1. Tom Omwony – Chief Security Officer.
2. Lormotum Ernest – Security Officer.
3. William Kiruo – Security Officer.
The training was attended by staff from various
departments across the university.
The chief security officer, Mr. Tom Omwony highlighted on all the possible disasters that could be
encountered across the university. The disasters
included fire, earthquakes, severe weather conditions, thunderstorms, floods, bomb threats, riots,
suspicious packages and suspicious activities. The
main focus being fire and terrorism since they are
very prone to happen.
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He emphasized on the measures to take before, during and after the occurrence of an
emergency. He stated on how one can respond
to a disaster and prevent more damage to the
properties and loss of life.
The university has taken part in making the
environment safer for the students by installing fire alarms in the new building, main gate,
hostels and a security command center in case
of a fire emergency. Surveillance cameras are
also located at different points within the institution.
This session proved to be very essential since
it not only sensitize the mental readiness to
respond to emergency but also to assist the
security staff in the event of an occurrence.
The departmental representatives were urged
to embark on training their fellow colleagues
to effect the agenda of the day.

TRAINING ON RONGO UNIVERSITY LIBRARY MOBILE APP (MyLOFT)

By Antony Achayo and Rodgers Otiso.

O

n Thursday, February 10, 2022, the library
department trained RU Dons and postgraduate students to set up and use the
library mobile and web application christened as
MyLOFT: My Library at my fingertips.
In his opening remarks, the University Librarian,
Mr. Joel Nakitare, said that MyLOFT is one of the
library’s strategies to reengineer her services as
a response to the pandemic. With the restriction
of movement and physical meetings, MyLOFT
bridges that gap as library users can access the
resources at their comfort. MyLOFT App will assist library users, both staff and students, in easily

downloading and reading offline e-resources
subscribed by the RU library and other digital
content.
The participants were taken through the functionalities of MyLOFT as a mobile app and the
web version. The lead trainers were Mr. Silas
Too, Purity Kerubo, and Mr. Joel Nakitare. In
his parting remarks, Mr. Too pointed out that
there are enough built-in user guides for users
to refer to and learn at their own pace.
Users can contact or visit the University library for any help or clarifications.

ROAD SAFETY MAINSTREAMING TRAINING
By Antony Achayo, Communication Student.

R

ongo University was privileged to have hosted
a team of officials from The National Transport
and Safety Authority (NTSA) for a three-day
training on Road Safety mainstreaming in MDAS. The
training was themed on; Turning policy into practice:
Implementation of the workplace Road Safety Policy.
The objectives of the three-day engagement were as
follows:
i. To make Rongo University Road Safety 		
Committee understand the roles of NTSA.
ii.To make the committee be conversant with
the current road safety situation.
iii.To educate the committee on Road Safety
Mainstreaming.
iv. To review the MDA Road Safety Worplace
Policy.

v. To make the committee understands its roles
and responsibilities in implementing the 18th
PC Cycle.
Representatives of staffs from each department in the
university participated actively in meeting the above objectives that were extensively facilitated by Mr. Samuel
Musumba – Program Director at National Road Safety
and Transport Authority and Miss. Glonse Gesenwa.
Rongo University fraternity led by the institution’s Vice
Chancellor Prof. Samuel Gudu, received and opened
the seminar. He reminded the participants that;
“As a driver you are responsible for your own mistakes
and for the mistakes of other road users”

CLERICAL OFFICERS AND DATA CLERKS TRAINING WORKSHOP
By Albert Ouma and Aggrey Karani.

T

oday, February 9, 2022, the Human Resource
department trained over 70 clerical officers and
data clerks drawn from all departments within
the University. The training was part of a continuing
capacity-building effort to improve staff performance
and competency.

ployee performance, boosting productivity, improving relationships, and fostering institutional culture
among workers.
Ms. Roche Caroline Anyango presented on problem-solving. She stated that many employers have
recognized the need to have strong problem-solving
abilities to carry out everyday tasks.
Finally, Mr. Alphonse Gisemba discussed basic office
procedures and engaged the staff by testing their familiarity with office equipment operations.

The training was facilitated by:
1. Roche Caroline Anyango
2. Alphonse Gisemba
The training began with Eng. Prof. Stanley Shitote presenting on several topics targeted at improving em-

The trainees were extremely thankful and requested that further similar training be held to strengthen
their job-related abilities.

RONGO UNIVERSITY PARTICIPATES IN THE 2ND GRADUATION CEREMONY IN
MACALDER VTC
By Wafula Meshack, communication student.

R

ongo University took part in The Macalder Vocational Training Centre, 2nd graduation ceremony
held in Nyatike Sub County, Migori County.

During the event, the University entertained guests and
also marketed its academic programmes and urged the
graduands to consider furthering their studies at Rongo
University.

RONGO UNIVERSITY WRITERS CLUB VIRTUAL
MENTORSHIP EVENT

By Arnold Adidi and Antony Achayo

O

n 4th February, 2022, students of Information and Communication benefited from a
Virtual mentorship program titled, “What

it takes to be a successful writer in the digital age.”
The talk organized by the patron of writers club Marren Akong’o and the University Librarian Mr. Joel
Nakitare aimed at enabling students of Information
and Communication relate their training to actual
professional practice, whet their understanding of
their professional skills, inspire and prepare them
for the industry. The guest speaker, Mr. Alphonse
Shiundu-an experienced Multimedia Journalist and
editor with Africa Check reminded the students that
employers do not just need papers but the right professional skills and those with additional skills have
an upper hand in employment. The mentees, most
of whom write and publish articles in Kenyan mainstream newspapers were empowered with knowledge on why to write, techniques of great writing,
tips of becoming a great writer, and where to publish their articles.

The Patron of the club, Marren Akong’o said that
training institutions should continually work with
the industry to assist them identify gaps in training and impart the right skills that will enable students remain relevant to the ever-dynamic field
of communication.” Mr. Shiundu agreed to offer
more of such mentorship programmes in future.
Dr. Millicent Otieno, the H.O.D Communication,
Journalism and Media studies expressed her gratitude saying,” It is an honor to have a journalist
of high caliber such as Mr. Shiundu empower students of communication with knowledge of how
to navigate the field of journalism and we are truly
grateful. This initiative by the writers club through
their patron, Marren Akong’o and the University librarian, Mr. Joel Nakitare should be the beginning of many more programs geared towards
sharpening the journalistic skills of our students.”
In attendance were also the teaching staff from the
department of Communication, Journalism and
Media Studies.

RONGO UNIVERSITY WRITERS CLUB COLLABORATES WITH
UNIVERSITY’S COMMUNICATION DEPARTMENT.

By Arnold Adidi, Communication student

cover and create content on key events within
campus and have their content uploaded on
the Varsity’s social media platforms with the
help of Ms. Shitemi. Members will also get an
opportunity to participate in virtual mentorship programs with senior content developers both inside and outside of the university.

Rongo university Writers Club has collaborated with the University’s Department of Communication in a bid to enhance quality content
creation and students’ mentorship. During a
joint meeting held on Friday 21st of January,
this young robust club through its patron Ms.
Maren Akong’o engaged the university’s website administrator Ms. Merab Shitemi, Librarian
Mr. Joel Nakitare and Information scientist, Mr.
Stephen Oloo in a move that will see members
nurture their writing and production skills.

The club will also benefit from a license to access free online newspapers courtesy of Mr.
Nakitare, and Mr. Oloo will provide a page
on the Information Science microsite dedicated to the club’s content. The club’s leadership
has expressed gratitude for the assistance
and pledged to do more to promote the University.

The collaboration will enable members of the
Writers Club to work with the university in
developing its proposed quarterly newsletter,

ERP IMPLEMENTATION TRAINING

T

he ICT department carried out an ERP Implementation
workshop for School administrators and department
representatives.

The training was based on the following:
1. Induction on the use of the University ERP
2. ERP system privacy issue
3. Course loading
4. Course allocation

STUDENTS MENTORSHIP PROGRAM
By Albert Ouma, communication student.

T

he Dean of Students’ Office at Rongo University organized a two-day mentorship program
for all students. The event was conducted by the
Head of Career Development, Placement, and Alumni
Services in collaboration with other leaders from the
Guidance and Counselling office.
The following guests spoke at the event:;
Jonah G. Akoko (Director of Youth Affairs Migori
county)
Sister Sharon from India
Professor Benn Thomas (Europe based Brand Strategist)
On the first day, Mr. Jonah G. Akoko spoke about youth
empowerment and job realities.
He reiterated that, due to the increased number of
graduates in the country, there is a need to equip stu-

dents with strategies that will allow them to easily
find jobs immediately after graduating.
Students were encouraged to pursue self-employment rather than rely on white-collar jobs, and they
were also provided with better fields in which to engage in order to remain relevant in the job market.
Because technology is so important in our daily
lives, students were encouraged to embrace technological changes and be prepared to adjust to them
because they are now required in the job market.
On the second day of the mentorship program, Professor Benn Thomas, an expert in various fields,
particularly education, shared his experience and
challenges in his learning process, giving students
hope to continue working hard for better results.
On another topic, Sister Sharon addressed two major issues: family life and life skills for youths.

GAMES SPORTS AND RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES
4th KENYA UNIVERSITY SPORTS ASSOCIATION (KUSA) WESTERN REGION

T

he University team participated in the just concluded 4th
Kenya university sports association (KUSA) western region this weekend of 22nd and 23rd January 2022.

The games were swimming men and women, volleyball women,
Basket ball women and hockey men
Out of 10 universities, Rongo University team was ranked 4th
overall.

T

he university team of Karate, Taekwondo, Darts, Badminton, Table Tennis and Lawn Tennis were in Maseno
university for the Kenya Universities Sports Federation
(KUSF) Western Region.
The Rongo University women team carried the day by winning karate championship and men taking position 2.
The karate team also qualified to represent Kenya universities at the East African championship later in the year, after
they scooped position 2 in the Kenya Universities Sports Federation (KUSF) 14th Edition indoor games championship.

6TH KENYA UNIVERSITY SPORTS ASSOCIATION (KUSA) WESTERN REGION

T

he weekend of 19th-20th February
2022, the University sports teams
comprising of handball ladies, lawn
tennis and netball men were at Kaimosi
Friends University College for the 6th Kenya Universities Sports Federation.
The handball girls have qualified to represent the region at the nationals that will be
held at Dedan Kimathi in April 2022.

2021/2022 ACADEMIC YEAR CULTURAL WEEK FESTIVAL
By Albert Ouma, Communication student.

A

Five day cultural week ended on 18/02/2022
with a lot of activities that were occasioned to
mark this important day.
The event was joined by the university vice-chancel-

lor prof.Samwel Gudu alongside other invited
guest ,political aspirants for different post in
Migori county being one of them.
The Kenya films and classification board members
were also present at the event .
Several activities were presented as follows;

VISIT TO UMBRELLA CHILDRENS HOME BY RONGO UNIVERSITY STUDENTS.

R

ongo University kicked off its annual cultural week
festival by visiting Umbrella Children’s home in Kisii
County. The visit was spearheaded by Cultural week
committee members and the student’s leadership.
Donations like clothes, food stuff and balls were donated to
the children’s home.
The Director, Pastor Lameck Omwogo appreciated Rongo
University for the kind gesture.

T

CULTURAL SHOWS

he day started by vice-chancellor together with
some of the university staff and the school president visiting different cultural tents for different
communities in the school.
Different communities showcased their cultural practices in their different tents through different cultural foods
that they prepared .Some went to an extent of designing different lay out of their cultural homestead to show
how they lie back in their communities.
The event was latter on made successful through presentations from different communities in the country .more
than eighteen tribes showcased their cultural practices
through cultural dances and short drama skits present in
their dances .

D

BOOK LAUNCH.

araja La Mauti is a Swahili novel which was
written by Rongo University student(Omar
Mwarabu).
The book that was published early February this
year was launched during this day by the institution
Vice-chancellor.
The launch of the book also was as a way of supporting the student s affairs and ten copies of this book
was bought for the school library.

SHOW BY SCHOOL KARATE TEAM

T

he school ladies karate team who have shown
good results since the start of their yearly competition and now going to present the county at
national level after being number two t regional level also got chance to showcase alongside men’s team
who were also number four at national level showcased their skills to the audience and students were
also encouraged) by Head of music,Drama,Games
and Sports department(Mr.Caleb Nyangwonoo) to
join the team to learn basic self-defense skills for their
personal safety .

SEARCH FOR 2022 MR AND MS.RONGO UNIVERSITY .

I

n search for Mr. and Ms. Rongo University,
Jerry Ajila won as Mr. Rongo University while
Tenana Love became Mrs Rongo university.

NIGHT ENTERTAINMENT

The event was streamlined live on Y254 TV a youth-oriented television channel that broadcasts music videos, chat shows and other entertainment programs. It is owned and operated
by Kenya Broadcasting Corporation (KBC). The students were entertained by a gospel artist
Rafftone and famous gengetone musician X-ray(Sipangwingwi).

S

everal events that were showcased during the
yearly cultural week played a fundamental
role to bring both students and staff together and also played a good role of impacting community lives positively through different events
hence students were hoping that the events should
continue to be held yearly as it is being done and
should not be stopped.
The Vice-chancellor, Prof. Samuel Gudu on his
side urged the students the need to embrace cultural diversity from different communities across the
country and also thanked Sony sugar company,
Y254 TV, Pepsi company, Flame tree (Zoe products), Safaricom and others who partnered with
the university to ensure the event was successful.

A frisbee clinic sponsored by Kenya Flying Disc Association (KFDA) during the cultural week. The association also
supported the University team with 5 discs for continous
training.
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